
The Geissele Super Dynamic Triggers are the Super Dynamic - Combat (SD-C), Super Dynamic - Enhanced (SD-E) and the 
Super Dynamic - 3 Gun (SD-3G). These triggers are a unique semi-automatic variant of a trigger that Geissele makes for  
customers in the U.S. Special Operations Community. The Super Dynamic Triggers are rugged, non-adjustable combat triggers 
with a sear design that provides a wide margin of safety against unintentional discharges yet still gives the operator a sharp, 
repeatable trigger release. The exclusive, flat trigger bow, patterned after the trigger of an M1911 pistol, reduces the perceived 
pull weight of the triggers and gives outstanding tactile feedback and trigger control.
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SD-E’s reduced 1st and 2nd stage pull weights result in a 
trigger with a smooth, light 1st stage take-up and a crisp, 
candy cane-like 2nd stage break. The SD-E is ideal for 
use in precision Squad Designated Marksman type rifles 
where weapon accuracy and reliability are critical and a 
non-adjustable drop in trigger is desired.
Retail Price: $250

Super Dynamic - 3 Gun Trigger
The Geissele Super Dynamic-3 Gun (SD-3G) trigger is a 
semi-automatic-only derivative of the two-stage Super  
Select-Fire (SSF) combat trigger that Geissele 
Automatics produces for customers in the U.S. Special 
Operations Community. The SD-3G was developed to  
combine the SSF combat trigger’s match-grade semi-
automatic performance with its smooth single-stage full-
automatic feel to make a fast, smooth, and robust  
trigger ideal for 3 Gun competition shooting. The new 
Geissele Super Dynamic - 3 Gun trigger has a super short 
trigger pull and a short reset so that rounds can be sent  
downrange as quickly as possible while still maintaining 
superb accuracy. 
Retail Price: $260

Super Dynamic - Combat Trigger
The Geissele Super Dynamic-Combat (SD-C) Trigger is a 
semi-auto only version of the select-fire trigger that  
Geissele makes for customers in the U.S. Special  
Operations community. The SD-C is a rugged, non-
adjustable combat trigger with a sear design that provides 
a wide margin of safety against unintentional discharges 
yet still gives the operator a sharp, repeatable trigger 
release. The SD-C’s positive functioning and extreme 
reliability is ideally suited for weapons used in harsh, 
demanding environments such as Close Quarters Battle 
(CQB) and Squad Designated Marksman (SDM) 
applications.
Retail Price: $230

 

Super Dynamic - Enhanced Trigger
The Geissele Super Dynamic-Enhanced (SD-E) Trigger is 
a finely-tuned semi-automatic-only version of our full-auto, 
two stage combat trigger presently used in the U.S. 
Special Operations Community. Built on the chassis of the  
Geissele SSA, the SD-E provides enhanced trigger control 
and weapon accuracy while maintaining the robustness 
and reliability of our combat-proven two-stage trigger. The 

FOR THE
WARFIGHTER
AND COMPETITOR

SUPER DYNAMIC - COMBAT (SD-C) TRIGGER
  SUPER DYNAMIC - ENHANCED (SD-E) TRIGGER
SUPER DYNAMIC - 3 GUN (SD-3G) TRIGGER
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SUPER DYNAMIC TRIGGERS
(COMBAT, ENHANCED, 3 GUN)
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